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CALGARY WORKING PAPERS IN LINGUISTICS 

LOGOS, the student linguistics club at The University of Calgary has 

initiated a series of working papers in linguistics, containing contributions 

by students and faculty. It is anticipated that one volume will be issued 

per academic year, consisting of two or more issues. The working papers will 

be sent free of charge in exchange for a comparable series put out by any 

other institution. Institutions and individuals may subscribe for $2.00 per 

volume. 

The ten papers presented in this first issue share the theme of the 

phonology of Canadian English. The authors were students in an undergraduate 

course on the history of English, winter term 1974. Some, but not all of 

the papers contain original observations. The common purpose of these articles 

is to make accessible to other undergraduate students materials dealing with 

Canadian English. 

The editorial work and typing for this issue have been done by 

Terry J. Klokeid, Linda Roberts, Eung-Do Cook, Charlotte Stewart, .and 

Earl Hofer. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO: 

TRISYLLABIC I.AXING, VOWEL SHIFT, AND CANADIAN RAISING 

Rosemary Rempel 

In our English language we have a number of words that we know are 
somehow the same and yet we pronounce them very differently. Let's take a 
look at the phonetic form of some of these words, in particular, certain 
vowel sounds. In the tables below, the underlined vowels in columns 1, 2, 
and 3 are phonetically different from each other. At the head of each 
column, I have indicated the phonetic nature of the vowel in question. 

A. 1 

I 
div.!,nity 
analI_tical 
lineal 
definition 
confidential 
inf..!.nity 
situation 

B. /\ 

prof!!ndity 
pron~nciation 
renunciation 
southerner 

2 

ay 
divine 
analI_se 
line 
define 
confide 
finite 

aw 

prof_££nd 
pronounce 
renounce 

3 

llY 

finite 
site 

/\W 

south 

These words are all phonetically different but we know words like divine 
and divinity do have something in common. Divine is an adjective meaning 'God
like' and divinity is a noun meaning 'something having a divine quality'. 
Define is a verb meaning 'to make clear' whereas definition is a noun meaning 
'the act of defining'. Pronounce is a verb meaning 'to speak'; pronunciation 
is a noun meaning 'the act of speaking'. These words, then, do have a common 
meaning or something very similar. The words in column 1 contain the same 
morphemes as the corresponding words in columns 2 and 3 but in addition contain 
a suffix or prefix. The meanings of these words are similar and we want to 
express this relationship in the grammar of English. One way to do this is to 
set up an abstract (underlying) representation in which related words are 
identical, apart from the suffix or prefix. 

Before we see if this is possible as far as the above words are concerned, 
let's have a look at the phonetic descriptions of the different sounds we have: 
in table A: 

[I] [ay] [11y] 

high 
front 
lax 

low 
back 
tense 
high glide 

3 

mid 
back 
tense 
high glide 
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in table B: 
[A) [aw] (Aw) 
mid low mid 
back back back 
lax tense tense 

round glide round glide 
It is evident that these sounds are phonetically quite different from each other. 
Now let's see if we can decide on a common form for each of our words. Below 
I show possible abstract representations, in which the vowels in question are ~ 
uniformly represented for the words in table A above as high front tense vowel /I/, 
and in table Bas a high back tense vowel /u/. 

A. 1 2 3 
divinity divine 
/dtv!n+ite/ /drv!n/ 

analytical analyse 
/eneli+trkel/ /enelrz/ 

lineal line 
/lrneel/ /lin/ 

definition define 
/defrn+?len/ /defrn/ 

confidential confide 
/k:infidten~el/ /k:mfid/ 

infinity finite 
/1n+frnrt+ite/ /fi'nrt/ 
situation site 
/srt+yuelen/ /srt/ 

profundity profound 
/profiind+ite/ /profUnd/ 

B. 

pronunciation pronounce 
/pronuns+iiden/ /pronuns/ 

renunciation renounce 
/renunc;+iation/ /renuns/ 

southerner south 
/stra+arner/ /sue/ 

By comparing the two forms we can see it is possible to make an abstract 
common form. But why don't we pronounce all the words the same then? What is 
the relationship of the abstract representations /i/, /u/, to the actual phonetic 
form of these words? It is important to realize that when we do say these 
words something regular is happening. Consider again the phonetic form of the 
words in tables A and B, columns 1 and 2 (repeated below in part for ease of 
reference): 

1 

div!.nity 
lineal 
pron.!!_nciation 
s~themer 

2 

divine 
l!,ne 
pron~nce 

south 
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In column one the vowels I have underlined are all phonetically lax whereas 
those in column two are tense. You will notice that the lax vowel always 
appears when it is three or more syllables from the end. Therefore, we can 
make the following generalization: 

Trisyllabie- Laxing 
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Convert the tense vowels /I, u/ to the lax vowels [I, A], respectively, 
when they occur in the third or further syllable from the end, i.e.,!--> I and 
u --> " when followed by two or more syllables. 

/dlvin+itl! ---> divin + Ite 
/anali +t!kal I ---> amaa lI t + Ika 1 
/lineal/ ---> lln +eal 
/def!n+Isan/ ---> ddln +Han 
/konftd+encal/ ---> konfld + encal 
/In+finit+i te/ ---> In + flnlt + e 
/sit+yuesan/ ---> slt + yuesan 
/pro:ffind+i te/ ---> profAnd + !ti! 
/pronuns+edan/ ---> pronAns + Msan 
/renunc;+iation/ ---> ran/\ns + eesan 
/suo+Arnar/ ---> sAo + arnar 

So even though these words in column 1 are pronounced differently from those in 
column 2, it is reasonable enough to say that they have the same underlying 
forms. The generality of trisyllabic laxing makes us pronounce them different. 

Consider the vowels in the words in columns 2 and 3 now. How do we get 
from the underlying forms to the phonetic forms -- the way we actually say 
the words. When we say /I/ we acutally add a glide and say ±ayl and /u/ becomes 
±awl. This is quite general, and so again we have a rule: 

Vowel Shift: 

Convert the tense vowels /I, u/ to the diphthongs tay, aw], respectively, 
i.e., I --> ay and u --> aw. 

Therefore: 

/dlvin/ ---> dlvayn 
/analiz/ ---> amalayz 
/lin/ ---> layn 
/defin/ ---> defayn 
/konfid/ ---> confayd 
/ffnit/ ---> faynayt 
/sit/ ---> sayt 
/pro:ffind/ ---> profawnd 
/pronuns/ ---> pronawns 
/renuns/ ---> ranawns 
/sue/ ---> sawe 

Now we have moved from the abstract underlying forms to the phonetic form 
-- the way we actually articulate the sounds of these words, But is this really 
the way we say all the words? Let's look at these words: finite, site, south, 
and their phonetic forms as we have found them to be: [faynayt], [sayt], [saw9]: 
[confayd], [layn], [pronawns]. Do we pronounce the [ay] in~ the same as 
the [ay] in define? Do we say the [aw] in south the same as the [aw] in pronounce? 
I have found that I don't and this is true for virtually all Canadian speakers 
of English. In some words the [ay] and [aw] seem to be higher, i.e. the vowel 
in the diphthong is not really [a], but rather a mid vowel [A]. The distribution 
is as follows: 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
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Although probably all English-speaking Canadians have Canadian Raising, 
it is usually only Central Canadians who have the second version, and most 
Western Canadians lack the stress condition found in the second version. 
That is, most Western Canadians pronounce all the above words with a raised 
diphthong: [tAyp61ogiy]. 

To get these various pronunciations and phonetic forms all we do is 
apply certain rules to common underlying forms. So by setting up these rules 
and common underlying forms, we are able to bring out the relationships among 
phonetically diverse dialects. 

REFERENCES 

Trysyllabic Laxing and Vowel Shift are presented in: 

Chomsky, N., and Halle, M. The Sound Pattern of English, Harper and Row, 1968. 

Chambers, J. "Canadian Raising". Canadian Journal of Linguistics. 1973. 
Volume 18, pages 113-135. 
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A COMPARISON OF NEW BRUNSWICK AND SASKATCHEWAN ENGLISH 

Barbara Gordon 

and 

Anita Stevens 

This paper deals with the phonological differences of three dialects 
within two provinces in Canada. One dialect recorded was that from a region 
in New Brunswick, while the other two dialects were from different areas in 
Saskatchewan. The two informants from Saskatchewan came from the central 
and southwest regions. The subjects were asked to read a list of words which 
contained all the vowel sounds. This was taped and later transcribed 
phonetically and can be found in the appendix. 

Coupled with the above mentioned data, Table I in the appendix also 
contains Bloomfield's phonetic transcriptions of a Maritime and a Western 
Saskatchewan dialect.l This was for comparison. The validity of his 
transcriptions were also checked against our own data. A more detailed 
explanation of this table will be given later. 

Another table in the appendix includes the differences and similarities 
between Bloomfield's data and our own. One interesting difference noted that 
has not been indicated in Bloomfield's article was the vowel length in the 
New Brunswick dialect. This will be discussed following the introduction. 

The rest of this paper will encompass variation within Saskatchewan. 
Four major differences will be elaborated upon separately. 

The first section will explain and give examples of the rule of medial 
T-devoicing in this dialect. 

A second section will deal with the voicing alternation, [hw] versus 
[w] within Saskatchewan, in words- such as ~' whether, and which. 

A third section will deal with Canadian Raising as described by Chambers. 

The general Canadian Raising rule will be explained as well as the conditions 
which can be added in order to yield different English Canadian dialects. 
However, an extra condition will be mentioned and explained, yielding a distinct 
dialect not mentioned by Chambers. 

The last variation dealt with is the devoicing of fricatives at the end 
of words recorded from data collected on Saskatchewan dialects. 

' 
New Brunswick Lengthening 

Vowel lengthening is not mentioned as a difference between the dialects 
of the Maritimes and Saskatchewan in Bloomfield's article. Although these 
specific examples were taken from a New Brunswick dialect, it probably occurs 
throughout the whole Maritime area. 

A lengthening of the vowel occurs in a strong, stressed syllable. A 
strong syllable is one that has a tense vowel followed by any number of 

2 

consonants or any vowel followed by two consonants.3 For example, the lengthening 
occurs in the word romance (rone:ns) but not in the word coffin (tl,fin) because 
there is no strong, stressed syllable in this word. 

Examples of vowel lengthening that occur in New Brunswick and not in 
Saskatchewan are listed below.4 

- 8 -
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Word New Brunswick Saskatchewan 

romance [ronie:ns] [rouiens] 
wives [w'aI-:vz] [waivz] 

' [divaiz] devise [divaI:z] 
yoke £jo:kl [j'ok·] 
ladder [1': t~] [litar] 
la tin [Th! :tn] [litn] 
choose [C'u:z] [cuz] 
feud [fju:dJ r fjudl 
gourd [g6:rd] [g'ord] 
hew [hju: 1 [~ju] 
advise [a:idvaI': z] [a:idvaiz] 

T-Voicing 

A medial "t" in words such as 
by our informants from Saskatchewan. 
English. 

bitter and butter can be optionally voiced 
This rule does not apply in New Brunswick 

t --> d medially 

Saskatchewan New Brunswick 

butter (bA ta') or (bA ta') 
(bAdA) 

bitter (blta-) (bita") 
(bid~) 

litter (latEr) or (la tar) 
(J.adg) 

Variation Within Saskatchewan: [w] versus [hw] 

A variation found within Saskatchewan pertains to the voiced and voiceless 
phonetic representation of the wh sound. Initial consonants in such words as 
whether, what and why are sometimes pronounced phonetically as voiced, [w], or 
voiceless [hw]. This variation, however, seems to be optional initially, 
regardless of the environment which follows. In other words, people speaking 
in this dialect sometimes pronounce words spelled with wh as [w] or as [hw]. 
But, in other words, namely those spelled with w only, ;:-g. wear, weather, 
the only permitted pronunciation is with a voiced [w]; the voiceless counter
part [hw] is excluded here. In pairs of words such as weather; whether and 
~; where at times the phonetic distinction is made while, at other times, 
no phonetic distinction is made between these pairs of words. Examples of this 
are given in chart below: 

what (WA t] or (hwAt] 
whether [we: oc:r] or [hwe:o.:rl 
wheel [wil] or [hwil] 
whip [wip] or [hwip] 
whim [wim] or [hwim] 
whisk [wisk] or [hwisk] 
whiff [wif] or [hwif] 
whack [Wa:!k] or [hWa:!k] 
whale [wel] or [hwel] 
wear [we:r] 
weather [ we:oao] 
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Canadian Raising 

In Canadian English, the rule of Canadian Raising is present. This 
was reported by Chambers (1973). 4 The essence of this rule is this: a low 
back vowel [a] is raised to a mid vowel (A] before a glide. Thus, if one 
applied CR to such words as twice, /twais/, citation /saiteisen/ and cite 
/salt/, the low back vowel [a] would be converted to [A] yielding [twAys], 
[sAyt~I~an] and [sAyt]. 
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There are conditions, however, which are added to this general rule 
which result in dialect variations within Canada. For instance, there is a 
central Canadian condition which stipulates that CR would not apply to 
words whereby the next vowel is stressed.5 In addition, the following 
consonant must be voiceless. An example of this can be found in a pair of 
words such as cite /sait/ and citation /saiteI§an/. The second word, citation 
meets the requ~ents of the above mentioned condition, therefore blocking 
the rule for such a word in this dialect. However, the word cite would 
undergo Canadian Raising because the first vowel is not foll~by a stressed 
vowel, thereby yielding [sAit]. 

In another dialect, CR applies when the low back vowel [a] is followed 
by a glide and a voiceless consonant. That is, the condition on stress. is 
absent, An example of this is found in words such as ride /raid/ and down 
/daun/ which contain a voiced consonant after the voweT"aiid thus preve~ 
CR from occurring. The phonetic form of these two words are as follows [raid], 
[dann]. However, CR would apply to such words as citation /saitet!en/ and 
tight /tait/ --> [tAytJ because this dialect has no condition on stress and 
the low back vowel [a] in both words is followed by a voiceless consonant. 
This dialect is the most comnon one in Western Canada. And for the purposes 
of this paper, could be called Western Canadian Dialect I. 

Still another dialect in Canada lacks the condition on stress and, 
in addition, the condition on voicing of the following consonant is less 
restrictive. For instance, in words such as the following Canadian Raising 
is applied: 

lout /laUt/ --> [lAUt] 
(noun) house /ha Us/ --> [hAUS] 
clout /klaUt/ --> [klAUt) 
out /aUt/ --> [AUt] 
about /ebaUt/ --> ['i!bAUt] 

However, interestingly enough, the subject who speaks this dialect also 
consistently applies CR before a [w] glide and a voiced consonant. Thus, the 
following words containing a low back vowel are converted to a mid vowel. 

loud /laUd/ [lAUd] 
(verb) house /haUz/ [hAUz] 
cloud /klaUd/ [klAUd] 
shroud /sraUd/ [~rAUd] 
powder /paUd r/ [pAUdar] 
louder /laUd r/ [lAUder] 
rouse /rawz/ [rAUz] 
hound /haUd/ [hAUd] 
howl /haUl/ [h11Ul] 
found /faUnd/ [f 11Und] 

But when the /aU/ is at the end of the word, CR is blocked. Examples: 
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how /haU/ [haU] 
now /naU/ [naU] 
wow /waU/ [waU] 
cow /kaU/ [kaU] 
brow /braU/ [braU] 

In this dialect, CR is also always applied before a [y] glide and a 
voiceless consonant. For instance, this subject raises a low back vowel [a] 
to a mid vowel [A] consistently in the above mentioned environment. Thus, 
CR applies to these words: 

write 
rice 
advice 
cite 
citation 

/rait/ 
/rais/ 
/aidvais/ 
/sait/ 
/saitesen/ 

(rAit) 
[rAis] 
[a!dVJ\IS) 
[sAit] 
[sr-Iteisen] 

However, Canadian Raising blocks before the glide [I] elsewhere. In 
other words, CR is not applied, before a voiced consonant or at the end of 
a word. Examples of this can be found in such words as tide, five, and tie. 

tide /taid/ [taid] 
five /faiv/ [faiv] 
tie /taI/ [taI] 
ride /raid/ [raid] 
rider /raider/ [raider] 
advise /aidaiz/ [aidaiz] 
devise /divaiz/ [divaiz] 

For clarification purposes, the following chart may be useful. Canadian 
Raising in this dialect is: 

obligatory obligatory blocked 

loud 
/laUd/ 

CR [lAUd) 

lout 
/laUt/ 
[lAUt) 

now 
/naU/ 
[naU] 
before a 

CR 

Environment: before 
a voiced consonant 
and a [U] 
glide 

obligatory 

write 
/rait/ 
[rr-It] 

Environment: before 
a voiceless con-
sonant and a [I] 
glide 

before a voice
less consonant 
and a [U] glide 

blocked 

ride 
/raid/ 
[raid] 
before a voiced 
consonant and a 
[I] glide 

[U] glide and at 
the end of the word 

blocked 

tie· 
/taI/ 
[taI] 
before a [I] glide 
and at the end of a 
word 

As we have seen so far, Canadian Raising is applied in this dialect before the 
[U] glide followed by at least one seigment. The formal statement of this 
rule is as follows: 

-- U --> AU / __ [+segment] 

However, CR applies to the vowel before the glide [I] in this dialect only 
before a voiceless consonant. The formal statement of this rule is: 



aI --> AI /~(-voice) 

For the purposes of this paper, this dialect will be called Western Canadian 
Dialect II. 

Devoicing of Final Fricatives 

This section will deal with another aspect found in the Saskatchewan 
dialect. Words which end in phonemic voiced fricatives are virtually 
completely devoiced phonetically, but are, nevertheless, still distinct from 
their voiceless counterparts. The difference seems to be one of tenseness. 
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The phonemi·cally voiceless fricative is lax phonetically, while the phonemically 
voiced one is tense phonetically. This difference was noted when the informant 
verbally articulated the words while using the voicing test. This test 
consists of placing your fingers in your ears while the words are being 
pronounced. If a sound is voiced, then you will hear a buzzing sound. If it 
is voiceless, then the buzzing will be absent. 

Nevertheless, a distinction between underlying voiced and voiceless 
fricatives is maintained, at least for /s/, /z/. An underlying /s/ is lengthened 
phonetocally in word final position: a /z/ is not (length will be represented 
by a colon). This rule, S-lengthening, evidently precedes the rule by which 
the fricatives are completely devoiced phonetically. In addition, vowel devoicing 
is preceded by vowel shortening. (This will be represented by the symbol w. 

The vowel shortening rule stipulates that a vowel be made shorter before a 
voiceless consonant. Here is an example of a phonological derivation. 

Canadian Raising 
Vowel Shortening 

advice 
/advays/ 

/\Y 
"/..y 
s: 

advise 
/advayz/ 

s lengthening 
Fricative devoicing [adv Xys:] [advays] 

The following chart indicates the difference in tenseness as mentioned above: 

Voiceless Lax Voiceless 

wife wives 
leaf leave 
advice advise 
rice rise 
cloth clothe 
bath bathe 
clash 
patch 

APPENDIX 

Explanation of Table I (following) 

Tense 

The first column (words 1 to 43 inclusive) indicates Bloomfield's representation 
of the pronunciation of a Maritime dialect (Halifax) and the final column is his 
representation of a Western Saskatchewan dialect. 

The middle columns represent our data collected on dialects from Southern New 
Brunswick (Saint John), Southwest Saskatchewan and Western Saskatchewan. 

Words 44 to 68 inclusive are of our own inclusion so columns one and four are blank. 

An arrow indicates that the word is pronounced exactly the same as the representation 
given in the preceding column. 

t 

I 
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13 
TABLE I 

M.W.B. s. w. Central M;•W .B. 
Maritime New Saskat- Saskat- Saskatchewan 
~Halifax) Brunswick chew an chewan (Western) 

1. asceptic cs' septik ase:ptik ---"> ---> a' se:ptik 

2. aunt cent ant cent ---> ---> 

3. beauty bjuti ---> ---> ---> ---> 

4. boss bos bas bos ---> bus 

5. brewed brud brud ---> ---> ---> 

brjud 

6. camphor kcemf<f kalmfa" ---> ---> k.cemfa 

7. caterpillar kaltapilur ---> kaltapilEf ---> kaltapilur 

8. chocolate tf oklat tJcakle:t ---> t rake:le:t t raklat 

9. choose tJuz t ru: z cuz ---> tJuz 

10. coffin kofan kofin kafin ---> kafn 

11. cushion k'1.J'fan 
ku· 11n 

k1.1san ---> ---> ku rr; 

12. doll dOl dOl dal ---> dOl 

13. fatality fatalliti fatceliti ---> fatiliti fatailiti 
f t liti 

14. food fud ---> ---> ---> ---> 

15. feud fjud fju:d fjud ---> ---> 

16. gourd go rd go:rd go rd ---> gi.rrd 

17. grease gris ---> ---> ---> ---> 
griz 

18. greasy gr1Si grisi ---> ---> ---> 

grizi 

19. hew ju hju hju: hju ---> ---> 

20. hiccup hikap hik11p ---> hikap ---> 

21. hoof hvf ---> huf ---> huf 

22. horror harar harar horar ---> hora 

23. house hAUS ha vs h vs ---> ---> 

ha'U'S 

24. lat in lcetn lee: tn lcetin ---> lcetn . 
25. march martJ marr ---> ---> mart r 
26. miracle me:rakl mirakl mirikl mirakl ---> 

mirakl 
27. mock mak ---> ---> ---> ---> 

28. moth mae ---> ---> ---> ---> 

29. nausea navzia ---> nazia ---> nasia 

30. nominative namnativ naminativ ---> namnativ ---> 

31. of ov, av ::;V av av ---> 

32. persist pasist P<1Sist ---> ---> pa'sist 

33. poor ---> por ---> pvr pvr 
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M.W.B. s .w. Central M.W.B. 
Maritime New Saskat- Saskat- Saskatchewan 14 
(Halifax) Brunswick chew an chewan ~Western~ 

34. romance ro118lns ro:118lns roDl!ns ---> rA118lns 

35. sirup strep serep sirep ---> ---> 
36. swath swe swae ---> ---> ---> 

swme 
37. tune tun tun ---> tyun tjun, tun 

38. waft waft waft ---> waef t waft 
waef t 

39. wasp wasp ---> --> ---> ---> 
40. what wat ---> hWflt WAt hwot 

41. wife WA If ---> waif WA If 

42. wives waivz waI:vz waivz ---> ---> 
43. yoke jok ---> ---> ---> ---> 
44. louder lauda lAuda ---> 
45. powder pauda pAuda ---> 
46. bitter bita ---> bida 

47. butter bAta bAda bAda 

48. latter la!te ---> ---> 
49. ladder la!:da la!da ---> 
50. looter lute ---> ---> 
51. vicarious vaikerias vikerias vaikerias 

52. micron maikran maikran ---> 
53. micro- maikro- ---> ---> 

scope skop 
54. granery grenai grenai grenai 

55. garage garaej garaj ---> 
56. squirrel skerral ---> ---> 
57. drought draut ---> ---> 
58. creek krik ---> ---> 
59. bitter blt bid ---> 
60. bidder bida bida ---> 
61. citation saI:teJan saitefen 

62. cite salt ---> ---> 
63. hypothesis haipo0sis haipaesis ---> 
64. devise divaI:z divaiz ---> ! 

65. device divais divaI:s ---> 
66. loud laud lawd ---> 
67. advice aidvais ---> ---> 
68. advise aidvaI:z ---> ---> 
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Explanation of Table II in the Appendix 

The main purpose in setting up this table was in order to clarify 
differences and s·imilarities between Bloomfield's data and our own. In 
Bloomfield's article if a word was pronounced differently in the Maritimes as 
opposed to the Western Saskatchewan dialect, the number representing this word 
was placed on the left hand side of the page under differences. If, on the 
other hand, Bloomfield's data indicated that no difference existed between these 
two distinct dialects, then the numbers representing these words were placed on 
the left side of the page under similarities. 

Our data in comparison to this is represented on the right hand side of 
the page. The same form as above mentioned was also used for listing our data. 
For instance, the first word number 1 (aseptic), according to our data was 
pronounced the same way in both dialects. On the other hand, Bloomfield recorded 
a difference in the pronunciation of this word. 

DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES BETWEEN BLOOMFIELD'S DATA AND OUR DATA 

TABLE II 

In Bloomfield's article In our data words that are 
words that are 

Different Same Different Same 
1 2 2 1 

4 3 4 3 

5 (gives 2 variations for 6 5, 6 
one dialect) 7 

8 7 8 (variation within Sask.) 

11 (gives 2 variations 12 9 (vowel length) 11 

14 10 

15 12 14 

16 15 (vowel length) 

17 (gives 2 variations) 16 (vowel length) 17 

18 (gives 2 variations) 18 

19 (gives 2 variations) 19 (vowel length) 
20 20 (within Sask.) 

22 21 21, 22 

23 (gives 2 variations) 24 23 

26 (gives 2 variations) 25 24 (vowel length) 25 

27 26 (variations within Sask.) 27 
29 28 29 28 

30 30 (within Sask.) 

31 (gives 2 variations) 31 (within Sask.) 

32 33? 33 (within Sask.) 32 

34 35 34 (in vowel length) 
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In Bloomfield's article 
words that are 

Different 

36 (gives 2 variations) 

37 

38 (gives 2 variations) 

40 41 

42 

43 

In our data words that are 

Different 

35 

37 (within Sask.) 

38 (within Sask.) 

40 (within Sask.) 

41 (within Sask.) 

42 (in vowel length) 

44 

45 

46, 47 

49 (in vowel length) 

51 (in vowel length) 

52 

54 (within Sask.) 

55' 60' 62 

64 (in vowel length) 

65 (in vowel length) 

66 

FOOTNOTES 

~ 
36 

43 

48 

so 

56 

57' 58' 
59, 61 
67 

68 

1 
Bloomfield, Morton w., Canadian English and Its Relation to Eighteenth 

Century American Speech, Journal of English and Germanic Philology, Vol. 47 
(1948), pages 58-67. 

2 
Chambers, Jack, 'Canadian Raising", The Canadian Journal of Linguistics 

XVIII (Fall, 1973), pages 113-135. 

3 
Chomsky, Noam and Morris Halle, The Sound Pattern of English, Harper and 

Row, 1968. 
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A COMPARISON OF M. BLOOMFIELD'S "WESTERN (SASKATCHEWAN)" DIALECT 
AND 

A DIALECT FROM THE REGINA AREA 

P. Gullon 

Bloomfield, in Southerland: (1973:31-32) presents a phonetic transcription 
for several dozen words in the "Western (Saskatchewan)" dialect of English. An 
analysis of this regional dialect shows a number of rather faulty generalizations 
in Bloomfield's trea~ment when compared with the dialects of five residents of 
the Regina area. Bloomfield's transcription may be accurate for some parts of 
Saskatchewan, but it should not be extended to the rest of the province. Several 
of the differences noted cannot be stated categorically as I did not use enough 
examples to support any generalizations. I will simply mention them as possible 
areas where more research might prove interesting. The first of these involves the 
optionality of [t] voicing in "beauty". Bloomfield's transcription indicates that 
[t] is unvoiced, [bjuti]. In my sample, however, the [t] is voiced by three of 
the five sources; [bjudi]. A second variation noted is that Bloomfield's transcrip
tion indicates that the /wh/ in 'what' is unvoiced; [hwot]. All of my sources 
voiced the [w]; [wAt], but the /wh/ occurred in only one word, so I cannot come 
to any conclusion about it, In the article by Gregg (Southerland: 1973), on 
Vancouver dialects, there is a brief discussion (p. 42) of the apparent loss of 
the unvoiced [w] in that area. The article also points out the loss of [j] after 
alveolar consonants. This process may also be occurring in :~e Regina area, as only 
one of my sources has the [j] in "tune". Bloomfield's trans<:ription also suggests 
that "hoof", [htrf] is a geographic distinction. I find that both forms, [htrf 1 and 
[huf] occur in the Regina area. In fact, [huf] seems to be predominant. A fifth 
variation is the [e] insertion in [pvar] by two of my sources. I have noticed 
this insertion in other dialects as well. 

As well as these minor variations between the dialects Bloomfield transcribed, 
and those of my sources, there are two somewhat more significant differences to be 
noted. The first of these differences involves the tendency of unstressed vowels 
to be reduced to [a]. The second difference, an inaccurate distinction between 
certain back vowels, would appear to be a more serious miscalculation. 

In the first case, Bloomfield's transcription indicates that, aside from "fatality" 
which can be either [fat:al1ti] or [fet:al1ti], all unstressed vowels become [a]. 
According to my sources, this reduction of the vowel seems to be optional, 
except in "fatality" where the fir~t vowel 4s a [a] ~n all cases. For example, 
either [1Jmf6r] or [lJmfar], [c~kllt] or [c'Oklat], [sir~p] or [sarAp] seem to be 
acceptable within this group. Similarly, Bloomfield shows a reduction to the 
vocalic consonant 1 [!,1] in "c'fs~ion", "coffin" and "latin", while I note an option 
in "coffin" of [kDftt] or [kDf 1 n]. Thus, it would appear that, in this Regina area 
dialect, there is an option in that unstressed vowels may be reduced to a [a] or 
to a vocalic consonant, but it is not obligatory. 

The final difference noted between Bloomfield's "Western (Saskatchewan)" 
dialect, and that of my sources, is what appears to be an inaccurate distinction 
in Bloomfield's version among the back vowels [Q], [o] and [n]. In Bloomfield's 
transcription, they seem to contrast in all environments. According to my sources 
there appears to be considerable restriction as to their use. The vowels [Q] and [0] 
contrast with each other, but only occur before [r], [w] and [y]. On the other 
hand, [n] never occurs before [r, w, y], but does occur elsewhere. To clarify the 
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situation, I now present a phonetic description of the three vowels [a, o,D] 
The [a] is the lowest, the least rounded, and is tens.e. The [o] is the 
most rounded of the three• is lax, and falls between the others in height. The (u] 
is the most open (it is a mid vowel) and is only slightly rounded. 

unround slightly round quite round 
mU D 

mid to low o(-tense) 

low Q(+ tense) 

Q - only before [r]. 

o - only before [r] 

[mo.r~] 

[hors'] 

[go rd] 

but option [bore-] 

[gurd] 

D - everywhere, except before [r, w, y]. [bus], [~Dkllt], [kuf:rn], [dDl], 

[mDk], [mue], [swoe], [woft], [wosp]. 

These inaccuracies in Bloomfield's transcription are significant as they 

make faulty predictions; it predicts that all unstressed vowels will become [a] 

or a vocalic consonant; and it suggests that no predictions can be made as to 

which of the vowels [a, o,u] will occur. According to my sources, these predictions 

are almost exactly reversed. Rather, it appears that vowel reduction is quite 

optional and the appearance of the three back vowels, [a, o,D] can be partially 

predicted by an examination of the environment. 

·Appendix I 

Vowel differences: Regina versus Bloomfield 

Bloomfield's "Western 
Regina Area ~Saskatchewan~ Variations 
boss D D, Q, o• 

chocolate Q 

coffin Q 

doll 0 

mock Q 

moth Q 

swath Q 

waft Q 

wasp Q 

0 horror 0 0. u 

gourd u 
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Regina Area Bloomfield's "Western 
)" ~Saskatchewan 

Variations 

a. march a. a. 

0 joke 0 o, 0 /I <!' 

camphor <!! 

horror 0 

romance /I 

/I hiccup a /I 0 

sirup a 

what 0 

Column 1: shows some of the vowels used in the Regina area. 

Column 2: gives the words each vowel appears in. 

Column 3: gives the vowels Bloomfield finds in those words. 

Column 4: gives the variety of vowels Bloomfield uses for each vowel used in 

the Regina area. 

D 

a. 

0 

/I 

Bloomfield's transcription 

boss 

doll 

what 

horror 

march 

chocolate 

coffin 

mock 

moth 

swath 

waft 

wasp 

joke 

romance 

Regina Area Variations 

D D 

D 0 " 0 

/I 

a. Q. D 

D 

D 

0 0 

0 /I 0 

Column 1: shows some of the vowels used in Bloomfield's transcription 

Column 2: gives the words each vowel appears in. 

Column 3: gives the vowels I find in the Regina area in those words. 

19 

Column 4: gives the variety of vowels I find used in the Regina area for each 

vowel used in Bloomfield's ''Western (Saskatchewan):. 
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Appendix 11: Phonetic transcription franfive speakers of the Regina dialect, 

using Bloomfield's word list. 

aseptic 

aunt 

beauty 

boss 

brewed 

camphor 

caterpillar 

chocolate 

choose 

coffin 

cushion 

doll 

fatality 

food 

feud 

gooseberry 

gourd 

grease 

greasy 

hew 

hiccup 

hoof 

horror 

house 

Latin 

march 

miracle 

mock 

moth 

nausea 

nominative 

of 

persist 

Speaker 1 

l 
bjuti 

bDS 

brud 
1 2 

kalmf or 
l 2 

kalt;#p 1 la" 
1 

~Dklet 

~uz 

knfn l • 

kusn . 
dDl 

l 2 
fat!ll1 ti 

fud 

fjud 
l 2 

gusberi 

g5rd 

gris 

grisi 

hju 
l 2 

htkAp 

huf 
2 

hor . 
hAWS 

la!tn . 
mar~ 

l 
mirakl 

mok 

m'D9 

n~zta 

DV 

l prnst . 

Speaker 2 

aseptik 

aint 
l' 

bjuti 

bDS 

brud 
1 

kalmfar 
1 2 

kalta'p LlEf' 
1 2 

~Dkltt 

~uz 

kDfn 
1 • 

kust]. 

dDl 
I 2 

fatall?ti 

fud 

fjud 
l 2 

gusberi 

g6rd/g~rd 
gris 

l 
grisi 

hiu2 
htkAp 

huf 
2 

horer 

hAWS 

la!tt]. 

m.ar~ 
l 

mlrkl . 
mok 

mnEl 

n~zJa 

Speaker 3 

eiseptrk 

ant 
l 

bjudi 

bDS 

brud 
l 2 

kalmf or 
l 2 

kaltc#p1la" 
l 2 

~Dkllt 

~UZ 

kDfn 
1 • 

kus~ 

dDl 
l 2 

fatalllti 

f ud 

f jud 
1 2 

gusberi 

g6rd 

gris 
1 

grisi 

hiu2 
htkAp 

huf 
2 

hor . 
hAWS 

lcetn . 
m.ar~ 

l 2 
mirikl 

mDk 

mnEl 

n~zf a 

nnman1t1v nom?nat?v 

av 
1 

PfSlSt 

Speaker 4 

asapttk 

aint 
1 

bjudi 

bDS 

brud 
1 

kalmf ar 
l 2 

kalt;:fpI l.:t 
1 2 

~Dklt t 

~UZ 

knftn 
l 

kusn . 
dnl 

1 2 
fatall 1 ti 

f ud 

fjud 
l 2 

gusberi 

g3rd 

gris 
l 

grisi 

hiu2 
hlkAp 

huf 
l 

hora" 

hAWS 

la!tn . 
m.ar~ 

l 
mtrakl 

mok 

mnEl 

n~sfa 

av 
l 

PfSISt 

Speaker 5 

astpt1k 

amt 

bjudi 

bDS 

brud 

ksmf ar 
1 2 

kal tcfp I. lEf 
1 2 

~Dkllt 

~uz 

kDf?n 
2 

kuSt]. 

dDl 
l 2 

fatalltti 

fud 

fjud 
1 2 

gusberi 

g~rd 
gris 

1 
grisi 

hiu2 
hlkAp 

huf 
l 

horer 

hAWS 

latt]. 

m~~ 
1 

mrrakl 

mDk 

mnEl 

n~sfa 

unfamiliar 

same 

optional t voic, 

same 

same 

[a ] optional 

[a] optional 

same 

V.reduction option 

same 

V. Difference 

[a J not optional 

same 

same 

same 

difference in V. 

same 

same 

same 

V. difference 

not geographic 

V.reduction option 

same 

same 

same 

[r] variations 

V. difference 

V.difference 

nDmln?t?v unfamiliar 

av 

p;-stst same 
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Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Speaker 3 Speaker 4 Speaker 5 

poor pur puar puar 
l 2 l 2 l 2 

pur pur internal variatio 
l 2 l 2 

romnace roIIH!ns roIIH!ns ronens ronH!ns romens V. difference 
l l 1 

sirup sar/\p S/\r/\p ser/\p 
l 2 l 

s1r/\p sar/\p [a J optional V. 
difference 

swath SW'DO swoe swoe swoe/swno SWD0 V.difference 

tune tun tun tun tun tjun same internal 
variation 

waft wnft woft wnft wnft woft v. difference 

wasp WDSP wosp wosp wosp WDSp v. Difference 

what W/\t W/\t W/\t W/\t W/\t v. difference 
[ w] voiced 

wife W/\yf W/\yf W/\yf W/\yf W/\yf same 

wives wo.yvz WO:)TVZ wo.yvz wQyvz wQyvz same 

yoke jok jok jok jok jok same 

Phonetic Key 

as in pit, big, give, think 

i " peat, speed, sorry 

E " pet, ten, Barry 

CE " pat,. happy, ant 

a. " car, part 

D " pot, block, lost, bomb 

:'.) " port, horrible, horse. 

" put, good, pull, poor u 

u " pool, food, glue 

/\ " putt, lunch, funny 

a " above, villa, beacon 

ei " bay, late, paint 

0 " boat, lope, below 

ay " ride, dive, lie 

/\Y " write, light 

/\W " out, house 

r II fir, fur, sir 

n " satin, flatten 

j " yellow, yes, due (in some dialects) 

~ " not quite a (a]and not quite an [r]. 
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CANADIAN RAISING IN A WINDSOR, ONTARIO DIALECT 

Debby Weber 

There is a rule found in most if not all Canadian Dialects in which 
the diphthongs /aw/ and /ay/ are heightened under varied conditions to 
produce [Aw] and [Ay]: this rule has been called Canadian Raising.! Let 
us first look at the most common version of this phonological rule in 
Western Canada. We have to examine four phonetic environments to see where 
Canadian Raising is obligatory or blocked. These include the occurrence 
of the diphthongs /aw/ or /ay/ before a voiced or voiceless consonant, at 
the end of a word, or where followed by a syllable with primary stress. 

Canadian Raising applies when the diphthongs /aw/ or /ay/ are 
followed by a voiceless consonant: 

height /hayt/ [hAyt] 
write /rayt/ [rAyt] 
lighter /layter/ [lAytar] 

clout /clawt/ [klAwt] 
shout /sawt/ (§Awt] 
doubter /dawtar/ [dr.wtar] 

But if the diphthong is followed by a voiced consonant, or if it's at 
the end of a word, then it doesn't undergo raising: 

hide /hayd/ [hayd] 
spider /spaydar/ [spaydar] 
tiger /taygar/ [taygar] 
cloud /klawd/ [klawd] 
clown /kl awn/ [klawn] 
my /may/ [may] 
jaw /haw/ [haw] 

The placement of stress in the word is irrelevant for Canadian Raising 
in Western Canadian English: 

hypathesis 
1 hypothetical 

/haypbeasas/ 
1 /haypaeetakal/ 

[hAyp~easss] 
1 [hr.ypa9etakal] 

The rule for Canadian Raising in Western Canada is, therefore: 

(1) Canadian Raising (Western Canada) 

[:~ J ---> [~~] 
c 

/_[-voi] 

Another dialect, which will be referred to here as the Windsor Dialect, 2 
shows some differences in these environments affecting Canadian Raising. Words 
in which the diphthong /aw/ occurs follow the first rule (part 6) as does 
Western Canadian: 

(2) Candian Raising (Windsor) 
c 

aw ---> AW /_ [-voi] (•lb) 

22 
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According to this rule, the diphthong /aw/ when followed by a voiceless 
consonant becomes [Aw], and is blocked when followed by a voiced consonant. 
The Windsor Dialect follows this rule as the following list indicates for both 
environments: 

voiceless Consonant Raising Obligator~ 

clout /klawt/ [klflWt] 
clouted /klawtad/ [klAwtad] 
shout /~awt/ [~AWt] 

shouted /hwtad/ [~flWtad] 

pouter /pawtar/ [pAwtar]*3 
doubter /dawtar/ [dAwtar] 

Voiced Consonant Raising Blocked 

cloud /klawd/ [klawd] 
clouded /klawdad/ [klawdad] 
shroud /~rawd/ [~rawd] 

clown /klawn/ [klawn] 
loud /lawd/ [lawd] 
louder /lawdar/ [lawdar] 

In the third environment, that in which the dipthong [aw] occurs at the 
end of a word, the informant for the Windsor Dialect has a difference from 
Western Canadian: for most such words, Canadian Raising applies optionally 
(in the Western Canadian dialect, Canadian Raising is blocked completely in 
this environment). Only for the word now is Canadian Raising blocked and 
this word is consistently pronounced [;a;]: 

Ng5d Finally I I 
u naw 
how /haw/ 
cow /kaw/ 
powwow /pawwaw/ 
plough /pl aw/ 

Raisif'§ Oftional aw 
[haw] or [hAw] 
[kaw] or [kflw] 
[pawwaw] or [p11,wwf1W] 
[plaw] or [plflw] 

The environment for Canadian Raising as stated in (2) must therefore be 
modified as in (3). I use the double cross# t~ tndicate word boundary. 

(3) Canadian 

aw --~ 

Raising (Windsor) 

AW 
c 

!J_[-voi] 

l fl 

(a) 

(b) (= rule (2) modified) 

The windsor Dialect differs noticeably from the Western Canadian in the 
environments where the diphthong /ay/ is raised to [fly]. The rule for Western 
Canada is: 

(4) Canadian Raising (Western Canada) 
c 

ay ---+ AY /_[-voi] (=la) 

Although as would be predicted, the diphthong /ay/ is raised to [fly] in 
words such as write or sigh~ in the Windsor Dialect, also included are words 
such as ride and side: -- -
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Voiceless Consonants 

height /hayt/ (hAyt] hide /hayd/ (hAyd] 
write /rayt/ (rAyt] ride /rayd/ (rAyd] 
writer /rayter/ [rAytar]3a rider /raydar/ [rAyder] 
whiter /waytar/ [wAytar] wider /wayder/ [wAyder] 
sight /sayt/ (sAyt) side /sayd/ (SAyd] 
lighter /laytar/ [lAytar] tiger /taygar/ tAygar] 
pipe /payp/ (pAyp] spider /spaydar/ [spAydar] 

Thus, since the Windsor Dialect raises [ay] to [Ay] whether followed by 
a voiceless .2!. voiced consonant, the rule must be expressed: 

(5) Canadian Raising (Windsor) 

ay ---+ .A.y / _[+ segment] 

Like Western Canadian, the Windsor Dialect also blocks raising at the 
end of a word with the diphthong [ay]: 

eye 
my 
high 
~ 

Raising Blocked 

/ay/ 
/may/ 
/hay/ 

[ay] 
[may] 
[hay] 

Therefore the above rule/is applicable for these three environments. 

A fourth environment, the stress condition,is described by J. K. Chambers 
as affecting Canadian Raising. Raising " ••• is blocked if and only if the low 
tense segment has non-primary stress .!!!!! is followed by a stressed syllable.'' 

Chambers lists a few exceptions, such as vice-chtncellor and hiah schbol 
which .!E! raised. He says the former illustrates the fact that Canadian Raising 
operates within word boundaries, and the latter is inexplicable. Chambers 
goes on to State t?at fS nonr Of hi~ informants raise the diphthong /aw/ to (AW) 
i~awprd such as cow poke, h gh school a~pears to 1 bel~n exception. The informant 
for the Windsor Dialect pronounces c6w p6ke as [kA.wpOk], contrary to Chambers. 
The explanation could lie in the fact that he has optional raising in words like 
cow. He can also say [hAwtvar]. 

Aside from the above exception, the Windsor Dialect consistently follows 
Chambers' findings in this area: 

citi cit tion 
hyp thysis 
hypothetical 

Windsor Dialect 

/sayt{ 
/saytey~an/ 
/hayp~0asas/ 
/haypa0ttakal/ 

(SAyt! 
[sayt y~an] 
[hayp easis] 
[hAypo9ttikal] 

To take this fourth environment into consideration, the rule must undergo a 
modification from version 5, for the Windsor dialect: 
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(6) Canadian Raising (Windsor) 

ay ---+ AY I when followed by at least one segment. If 
there is a syllable following the syllable 
containing /ay/, then the former must be 

25 

unstressed. (= 5, modified) 

Summary of Rules 

Canadian Raising -- Western Canada 

---+ 
c 

/ __ [-voi] 

Canadian Raising -- Windsor, Ontario 

ay ---+ AY /~~[+ segment] 

Condition: if there is a syllable following 
then the former must be unstressed. 

[
I [-v~i] J 

AW I I ___ II 
aw ---+ 

FOOTNOTES 

the syllable containing /ay/, 

1. See article in "The Canadian Journal of Linguistics", Ed., E. N. 
Burstynsky; "Canadian raising", by J. K. Chambers, pp. 113-135; University of 
Toronto Press, 1973. 

2. The informant for the Windsor Dialect is a twenty-eight year old male, 
born in Kingston and raised in Frontenac County and Hastings. He got his 
university education in Windsor where he lived for six years before moving to 
Calgary. It does not seem to be the case that this dialect is more common than 
the one reported by Chambers for the same geographical area. 

3. Note the informant also raises /aw/ in powder to [Aw], but this is 
an exception; perhaps he assumed the d to be a! when he was learning the dialect, 
as he does have T-Voicing. 

3a. The words clouted, shouted, pouter, doubter, writer, whiter, and 
lighter include a t which is unaspirated and not fully voiced, closely resembling 
a d. 

4. HCanadian Raising", J. K. Chambers, p. 132. 
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Examples: (1) (2) (1) only (1) &(2) 

bitter bidder [bi tar] [bidar] 
metal medal [met:al] [mEdal] 
latter ladder [latar] [ 1.adar] 
putting pudding [putif)] [pudif)] 
flutter flooder [flt\ tar] [ fli\dar] 
beetle beadle [biytal] [biydal] 
waiting wading [weytif)] [weydif)] 
looter lewder [luwtar] [ luwdar] 

Dialects A and B, both have the T-Voicing Rule (2) and the V-Shortening 
(1) • 

Dialect C lacks both the T-Voicing and V-Shortening Rules. However, there is 
a difference between Dialects A and B. In Dialect B, the vowel does not become 
shortened before the glide (i.e. writer [ri\ytar]), In Dialect A, the vowel does 
become shortened (i.e. writer [rAytar]). There is a difference in rule ordering 
between these two dialects. This is shown by the following examples: 

Dialect A. 

Canadian Raising 
V-Shortening 
T-Voicing 

Dialect B. 

Canadian Raising 
T-Voicing 
V-Shortening 

hit 

/hit/ 

[h1t] 

[h!t] 

hit 
/hit/ 

[hit] 
[hit] 

hid 

/hid/ 

[hid] 

hid 
/hid/ 

[hid] 

writer 

/raytar/ 
[ri\ytar] 
[r;\ytar] 
[r'Aytar] 
[rXydar] 

writer 
/raytar/ 

[ri\ytar] 
[ri\ydar] 

rider 

/raydar/ 

[raydar] 

rider 
/raydar/ 

[raydar] 

By reversing the order of the T-Voicing Rule and the V-Shortening Rule, 
we can accommodate for the difference between Dialects A and B. The Vowel does 
not become shorter after the T-Voicing Rule has been applied as the environment 
has been changed and does not allow for V-Shortening. 

The speaker of Dialect C shows no evidence of having either rule. It is 
probable that the T-Voicing Rule did exist at one stage in the dialect. At this 
period of time it is no longer in use. The same is also true for the V-Shortening 
Rule. 

The speaker of this dialect grew to adulthood in Southern Ontario. She has 
since lived in five different provinces from Nova Scotia to British Columbia. 
She has been a teacher for many years and has taught school in all five provinces. 
Her teaching experience was mainly in the primary grades, with a strong emphasis 
on the phonetic sounds of letters. Children in these grades have difficulty 
discriminating between letters which have similar sounds (i.e. 't' and 'd'). As 
a teacher, she has been very conscious of this difficulty. As a result, she has 
developed the habit of enunciating clearly and differentiating between such 
similar sounds. This is especially important when dictating spelling to the 
children. Unless they hear the difference in the sounds they make spelling errors. 
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Vowel sounds are particularly difficult for young children. They 
experience enough difficulty remembering the long and short vowel sounds 
and the various vowel combinations and diphthongs without changing the 
length of vowel as well. As a teacher, she is careful to give the same 
quality of sound and length to all short and long vowels regardless of 
the environment. The loss of the two rules, T-Voicing and V-Shortening, 
in the speech of Dialect C, is directly related to her career as a teacher. 
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RULE ORDERING IN CANADIAN ENGLISH 

Brenda Jones 

Over ten years ago, "Morris Halle cited Martin Joos' data to demonstrate 
that some Canadian dialect ~ifferences can be characterized in terms of 
differently ordered rules." Two of these differently ordered rules are T-Voicing 
and Vowel Shortening, called for short Voicing and Shortening, respectively. 

The presence of the Voicing rule is widespread throughout Canada and the 
rest of North America. This rule applies to words such as bitter, attic, metal, 
writer, latter, putting, flutter, looter, Alberta, and Minnesota. A common 
feature of all of these words is the fact that they have a voiceless coronal 
anterior stop, [t], occurring before an unstressed syllable. People who have 
this rule voice the /t/ in the above words to become a [d] sound. So the 
following derivatiyn o~ the word writer may be made if this rule is applied. 

/rAytar/ 
Voicing 1 d 2 

[rAydar] 

On the other hand, /t/ does not become voiced in words such as lit, late, ~. 
loot or write. All of these words are monosyllabic and they contain a voiceless 
coronal anterior stop as well. Here is a derivation of the word write when the 
Voicing Rule fails to apply. 

1 
/rAyt/ 

Voicing r-
[ r Ayt] 

One notices that in this case, no change is made as a result of the rule. Now 
consider words which contain a voiceless coronal anterior stop, before a stressed 
vowel. Some examples are: retain, between, attack, petite, and retire. When 
the Voicing rule is applied to the word retain, again no change occurs. 

1 2 
/riten/ 

Voicing i-z 
[riten] 

Thus, this particular environment does not meet the needs of the Voicing rule 
either. 

From this data, a generalization can be made. This generalization is 
that a voiceless coronal anterior stop, /t/, must occur before an unstressed 
syllable in order for voicing to take place. Therefore, the Voicing rule says 
to voice /t/ in a word when the /t/ occurs before an unstressed syllable. 
Another way of expressing this rule is: 

v v 
t ---> [+voi] I [+stress]~_[-stress] 

By applying the Voicing rule, the following pairs of words optionally 
become homophones in Canadian English. (In all instances below, the /t/ and /d/ 
follow a stressed vowel and precede an unstressed vowel.) 
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bitter 
metal 
latter 
putting 
flutter 
beetle 
waiting 
looter 
(Minne)sota 

[biter - b1dar]; 
[metal - medal]; 
[la3tar - la3dar]; 
[putil) - pudil)]; 
[flAtar - flAdar]; 
[biytal - biydal]; 
[weytil) - weydil)]; 
[luwtar -luwdar]; 
[sowta - soda]; 

bidder 
medal 
ladder 
pudding 
fl udder 
beadle 
wading 
lewder 
soda 

[btdar] 
[medal] 
[ la3dar] 
[pudil)] 
[flAdar] 
[biJdal] 
[weydil)] 
[luwdar] 
[sowda] 
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In his article, Chambers cites a particular group of words that apparently 
meets the environment of the Voicing rule, but to which the rule still does not 
apply. The reason for this is because these words are characterized by a following 
unstressed syllable which includes "an alveolar nasal, as in button, in which 
case the s~cond syllable is a sustained nasal with a brief glottal onset, as in 
[bA?an ]." Phonetically, the second syllable is identical to that in fountain, 
mountain, etc., with an underlying cluster. Hence, the particular rule which 
accounts for the pronunciation of button and fountain must be ordered before the 
Voicing rule.3 

The second rule to be discussed, the Shortening Rule, is also very general 
and widespread across Canada. This rule applies to words such as leaf, half, 
loaf, ill' ~' ~' and .ill• A common feature of all of these wordS iS'tii"e 
fact that the vowel is followed by a voiceless consonant. People who have this 
rule shorten the duration of the vowel in the above words. So the following 
derivation of the word hit is made if the rule is applied. 

/h:t/ 
Shortening v 

I 

[hJt] 

But the vowels in words such as leave, ~' loave, ~' tug, pad, and .!:!!.!! do 
not become shortened in duration as a result of this rule. Note that the vowels 
in all of these wo.rds are followed by a voiced consonant. Below is a derivation 
of the word .h!£ when the Shortening Rule is applied. Notice that no. change occurs. 

/hid/ 
Shortening 

[h.rd] 

Again, a generalization can be made from this data. This generalization 
is that the duration of a vowel is shortened when the vowel occurs before a 
voiceless consonant. Therefore, the Shortening rule says to shorten the duration 
of a vowel when the vowel occurs before a voiceless consonant. This rule may be 
expressed in the following manner: 

c 
V --> [+ short]/~[-voi] 

Most Canadian dialects contain both Voicing and Shortening rules, although 
the ordering of these rules differ in different dialects. One Canadian dialect 
orders these rules as follows: 

1. Shortening 
2. Voicing 

We will call this Dialect I. Yet another dialect reverses the order of these 
two rules so that Voicing occurs before Shortening. 

1. Voicing 
2. Shortening 
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This dialect may be termed as Dialect II. Dialect II was actually reported in 
Ontario by Martin Joos in 1942.4 
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The different ordering of these two rules often results in different 
phontetic forms for words. By applying Dialect I's rule ordering for the word 
writer,

5
we attain the phonological derivation below. (Note that Canadian 

Raising has been applied here before Shortening and Voicing. I will no longer 
mark stress.) 

Shortening 

Voicing 

/rf..ytar/ 
.... 
A 

d 
[r;.\ydar] 

Yet, by applying Dialect II's rule ordering on the word writer, we arrive at the 
following: 

Voicing 
Shortening 

/rf..ytar/ 
d 

[rf..ydar] 

The difference between Dialect I, [rXydar], and Dialect II, [rf..yder], is that the 
vowel in Dialect I is short, and this vowel is not short in Dialect II. 

So it may be seen that the dialect split that existed in 1942 involving 
these two dialects was the result of the ordering of these two rules. From the 
above examples one also comes to realize that the Voicing rule, by which /t/ is 
changed to [d], potentially creates environments which influence the operation 
of the Shortening rule. Therefore, if Voicing is ordered before Shortening, 
as in Dialect II, the shortening will not apply since the structural description 
is no longer met. But if the order is reversed, as in Dialect I, then both 
rules will apply, and the surface structure will include short vowels before [d]. 

For other words, such as rider and lit, the rule ordering does not result 
in different phonetic forms. Refer below for derivations of these two words. 

Dialect I Shortening 
Voicing 

Dialect II Voicing 
Shortening 

rider 
/raydar/ 

[raydar] 

[raydar] 

lit 
/ltt/ .... 

[l?t] 

[l'it] 

Thus, some words are greatly affected by the ordering of the Voicing and Shortening 
rules, while other words are not affected. Here are some more examples of words 
which are concerned with the rule ordering of these two dialects. The words are 
separated into columns, depending on their features. 
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Colunm 1 

atom 
lighter 
clouting 
waiting 
metal 
bitter 
latter 
putting 
flutter 
better 
looter 
beetle 
kettle 
bottom 
bottle 
litter 
letter 

Dialect I 
Shortening "' 
Voicing d 

Dialect II 
Voicing d 
Shortening 

Column 2 

met 
sat 
cite 
hit 
pat 
let 
put 
pet 
pot 
knot 
peck 
sack 
sock 
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Column 3 Column 4 

pull kidder 
pod wading 
log saddle 
hid clouting 
leg rider 
led medal 
pun cider 
pad fiddle 
kid saga 
nod 
peg 
sag 
sod 

The difference in the ordering of these two rules will not affect any of the words 
in Column 2, or 4 in terms of their final phonetic form. But the words in Column 1 
will definitely be affected by the order in which the rules are placed. As 
previously mentioned, the words in Column 1 of Dialect I have the extra feature 
of being short in vowel length when compared with the words in Colcmn 1 of 
Dialect II. 

Chambers observes that in the last three decades "Dialect II has disappeared 
and Dialect I is ubiquitous throughout heartland Canada. 11 6 It is probable that 
the people who used Dialect II switched their rule ordering to conform with 
Dialect I. 

It has become a matter of interest why Canadian English came to differ in 
the ordering of the Voicing and Shortening rules in the first place. "Joos 
suggests that the split was actually the result of the introduction of the Voicing 
rule into the grammar of Canadian English."7 As he sees it, the innovation of 
Voicing created a split depending upon where in the grammar it was introduced. 
Robert King supports a somewhat similar line of thought by proposing "that 
different orderings of rules among neighboring dialects may in some instances be 
due to a kind of wave effect. 11 8 That is, rules spread out from prestige core 
dialects, and different rates of diffusion of the rules lead to different orderings. 

King's proposals can be explained by considering two hypothetical dialects, 
Dialects A and B. "Dialect A has a rule 1 and not a rule 2 in its grammar, whereas 
Dialect B has rule 2 and not rule 1 in its grammar, and the contiguous dialects C 
and D have neither rule. 11 9 This situation may be represented by the following 
diagram. 
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A D 

Rule 1 

c B 

Rule 2 

One must assume that rules 1 and 2 diffuse away from their original areas toward 
Dialects C and D, that speakers of Dialect C and D borrow rules 1 and 2 into their 
grammars, adding them on at the end. Then assume that rule 1 is borrowed 
immediately from Dialect A into Dialect D but later into Dicalect C, and that 
rule 2 is transmitted rapidly from Dialect B into Dialect C but later into Dialect 
D. This could give rise to the situation indicated below where Dialect C has 
rule 2 followed by rule 1, and Dialect D has the opposite order. 

A 

r 
D Rule 1--Rule 2 

c B 

Ru:_:j~ Rule 2-Rule 1 

rapid 

King intended this hypothetical example to suggest ways in which dialects may 
come to have rules identical but in different orders. 

But whatever its origins, the fact that there was once a difference in 
the ordering of the T-Voicing and the Vowel Shortening rules in Canadian English 
is an important finding in itself for the field of linguistics. 

FOOTNOTES 
1
Jack Chambers, "Canadian Raising", The Canadian Journal of Linguistics 

XVIII (Fall/Automne 1973), p. 117. 

2 119. Chambers, P• 
3 119. Chambers, P· 
4 120. Chambers, P• 
5canadian Raising is a rule common to Canadian English and it consists of 

various versions. Chamber's article, which is cited in the bibliography, deals with 
one version of this rule that is found in Central Canada. The dialect of Canadian 
Raising which I am using in the following derivations is the most common variety 
of Western Canadian English. This variety does not employ the stress condition 
which is found in the Central Canadian version. In western Canadian English, a low 
vowel [a] is converted to a mid vowel [A] before a glide and a voiceless consonant. 
Thus, for the word writer, speakers of Western Canadian English convert the /ay/ to 
/Ay/ because it is before a glide and [t], which is a voiceless consonant. 
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(Speakers of Central Canadian English convert a low vowel [a] to a mid vowel 
[A] before a glide and a voiceless consonant, and if there is another syllable 
following the vowel, that syllable must be unstressed.) 

6 
Chambers, P• 122. The results of a class survey in 1974 at The University 

of Calgary confirms Chamber's observation. 

7 Chambers, p. 122. 

8 
Robert D. King, Historical Linguistics and Generative Grammar. 

Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969, p. 56. 

9 King, P• 56. 
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THE GLOTTAL CLOSURE SOUND IN ENGLISH 

Leanne Kemp 

In the Alberta dialect of English, there are three environments which 
will affect the pronuncation of the /t/ phoneme. While these pronunciations 
may be found to b~ widespread, their employment is optional and may vary on 
different occasions, even within the same individual and with the same word. 
These pronunciations are influenced by the surrounding phonological environment. 
Depending on the environment, the pronunciation.of the /t/ may be: (1) voiceless 
aspirated (2) voiced or (3) changed to a glottal closure sound. 

In the first environment, the voiceless aspirated sound [th] occurs 
before a stressed vowel. 

Aspiration Rule: 

t --> d /~v 

IN words like: tent, attention, intend, entail, tan, the /t/ is pronounced as 
[th] due to its position before a stressed vowel."-This pronunciation occurs for 
every speaker of the dialect and is not optional. 

The second environment is before an unstressed vowel. There the voiceless 
/t/ is optionally either a [th] or voiced [d] (I use V to represent an unstressed 
vowel). 

I-voicing Rule: 

t --> d '~v 
This T-voicing rule is optional. That is, it may or may not be applied hy a single 
individual in his pronunciation of a particular word. Thus in words like: latter 
bitter, metal, little, kittv, the voiceless /t/ now becomes voiced due to its 
position before an unstressed vowel. Now, words like the following will sound 
the same optionally, in the dialect with the rule: 

latter - ladder 
metal - medal 
bitter - bidder 

The third occurrence and the one this paper will focus on, is a bit more 
difficult to explain. Before and after a nasal alveolar, the /t/ becomes a 
glottal closure sound. This glottal sound resembles a glottal stop·, and therefore 
I represented it here with the symbol[?]. The sound may be likened to the 
glottal closure effects achieved by dialects of Cockney English in their pro
nunciation of butter [bA?r] or bottle [bo?l]. In our case, it appears that the 
glottal closure and the alveolar closure for a following nasal take place 
simultaneously, and the glottal release is prior to the termination of the nasal. 
But the Cockney glottal stop has both closure and release prior to the onset of 
articulation for the following segment. Evidence for the existence of this 
glottal closure sound can be found by comparing the pronunciation of winter and 
winner. In the version of winter in which the /t/ is no longer pronounced there 
is still a slight hesitation or glottal closure between the [n] and the [r] which 
makes the pronunciation of winter and winner somewhat different. ' 

Glottal Closure Rule: 
t --> ?/~n 

35 
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In this environment, the glottal closure sound takes over giving the peculiar 
glottal sound hesitation characteristic of the /t/ when it is replaced. Words 
frequently following this rule are: button, bitten, fountain, written, mountain. 
setting, mutton, maintenance, sitting, letting, titan, kitten, quitting, phantom, 
whiten, latent. The [t] becomes [?] before a nasal alveolar, this being the 
environment necessary for the occurrence of the glottal closure sound. The sound 
is something like this: [bA?n], [mA?n]. . . 

In words like: ranting, panting, letting, writing, sitting, quitting, 
the choice of allomorph for the ending will 8£ect the environment of the /t/. 
If for instance the allomorph /-1Q/ is present at the end of the gerund, then 
the /t/ will be pronounced as [th] or [d], depending on whether the optional 
T-Voicing rule is applied or not. However, if the allomorph /-n/ a syllabic 
alveolar nasal) is present at the end of these words, then the glottal closure 
sound [?] will result, e.g. [led1Q] or [le?n].. Again it must be stressed that 
the pronunciation of these words is optional even for a particular speaker of 
this dialect. 

Variations from this glottal closure formation rule can be explained by 
references to the first two environments -- (1) voiceless aspirated (2) voicing: 
fountain, mountain, maintenance. All have the environment necessary for the 
formation of the glottal closure sound: a nasalalveolar before or after the 
/t/ phoneme •. In fountain, mountain, the pronunciation that occurs is the glottal 
closure sound representing the underlying /t/. However in a word like 
maintain, while the condition necessary for the application of the glottal closure 
sound is present, the fact that the /t/ comes before a stressed vowel (environment 
1) means that the Aspiration Rule will apply and the /t/ will be pronounced as 
[th] and the Glottal Closure Rule will not apply. This explanation will clarify 
similar instances in words such as: titanic, intend, entail, where the /t/ is 
always pronounced as [th] due to being before a stressed vowel (environment one). 

The extent to which the glottal closure sound will occur within a particular 
person's dialect & the frequency with which it will occur with a certain word, 
again depends on the environment. The words which seem to have their /t/ most 
frequently replaced by the glottal closure sound seem to be those words in which 
the /t/ is followed by a nasal alveolar as in: button, bitten, titan, .sitting, 
kitten. Words like winter and center, seem to undergo the glottal closure 
replacement much less frequently than do the other words due to the nasal alveolar 
preceding the /t/. This environment is not as strong as one in which the nasal 
alveolar follows the /t/. 

As yet, not much is known of the glottal closure phenomenon. To form a 
more precise rule than the above without adequately defining and isolating the 
sound would be premature. Further studies must be made in order to ascertain 
precisely what the sound is and how it is formed. However, two conclusions may 
be reached concerning the environment of the glottal closure sound. Firstly, 
the environment of this sound can be isolated before and after a nasal alveolar 
and secondly, the application of these three rules must occur in this respective 
order: (a) Aspiration Rule (2) T-Voicing Rule (3) Glottal Closure Rule. 

' 
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THE RELEVANCE OF MORPHEME BOUNDARIES TO NASAL ASSIMILATION 

IN CANADIAN ENGLISH 

Ruth S. Roth 

Consider the words~' sink, blunt, frank, single, uncle and wind; all 
of which contain the phoneme /n/. Note that lint, blunt and wind differ from 
the others in the pronunciation of /n/. Sink,'""1rank, single, and uncle all 
contain an /n/ folowed by a voiceless /k/ and herein-lies the difference. 
It appears that when an /n/ and a /k/ appear together, nasal assimilation 
occurs, changing the alveolar nasal /n/ to the velar nasal/!]/. 

Linguists Chomsky and Halle in their book Sound Patterns of English (p.419) 
state informally that "The rule that assimilates point of articulation must be 
a relatively late rule of the phonology, occuring after the stress rule, since 
it involves position of stress". 

1 

2 
To back up

1
their argument t~ey use such examples as /kol]kord/ and 

/konkordans/, /~l]grEs/ and /kongre~anal/, indicating that the stress rule 
is applied before the rule of nasal assimilation. That is, that assimilation 
occurs between the /n/ and the /k/ only when the syllable containing the 
/n/ takes main stress (!-stress). They claim that concordance and congressional, 
words in which the next syllable takes the main stress do not have the rule 
of nasal assimilation applied to them. 

It has been noted, however, that this reasoning does not necessarily 
hold. I, for example, pronounce congressional with an/!]/, the same as congress, 
in spite of the stress. This is not consistent in my dialect however, as 
concordance is pronounced with an/!]/. 

Note the following chart (based on my own pronunciation) 

Stress on syllable Following /n/ Stress on Syllable Preceding /n/ 

uncover n longer I] 

incompetent n singer I] 

mongolian 
I 

I] mongoloid I] 

congressional I] congress I] 

Hungarian 
I Hungary 

! 

I] 

I 
I] 

concordance n concord n 

Here it can be seen that stress does not allow one to predict nasal assimilation 
consistently. 

i 
t 

There must, therefore, be another way to predict where the rule applies 
and where it does not. Notice that in words such as uncover, incompetent, and 
ingrown, it does not apply. In these words the /n/ is part of a negative prefix, 
a definite separate morpheme from the rest of the word. Note also that in word 
pairs such as .£!!!_ .!£, _£!!!! ~, tin ~, and broken gun, an /n/ and a /k/ or /g/ 
appear together, yet there is no assimilation of the two. Obviously, there are 
two separate morphemes in each of these pairs. It seems, then, that assimilation 
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depends upon morpheme boundaries. 

The pronunciation of the /n/ as an alveolar or a velar in words such 
as pancreas, Vancouver, and vanquish, seems to vary from one person to another, 
regardless of dialect. Nasal assimilation or the lack of it is virtually 
unpredictable in these words. Perhaps, in Vancouver and vanquish, the ~
resemblesa prefix, or separate word, as in vanguard, Van Gogh, van Kleek, etc. 
In words such as congressional, congregation, and conglomerate, in which 
assimilation is not consistently applied, the con- can also be viewed as 
a prefix, as it is in such words as confederate-8nd congenial. 

In the case of Vancouver, the pronunciation with the velar nasal /~/ 
sa8111s to be preferred in British Columbia, while elsewhere, e.g., Alberta, 
the alveolar nasal /n/ pred6minates. 

There is, perhaps, a reanalysis taking place in the grammar of the 
English language. A child now has the option of interpreting many words cited 
in this paper as one or two morphemes. Either analysis is consistent with the 
rest of the morphology of English, and the choice seems to make no difference 
anywhere else in the grammar. Therefore, the choice made (subconsciously) 
by each individual acquiring English is random. It makes no difference in 
intelligibility either, as either way there is the same phonemic form in terms 
of phonological segments. There also seems to be no real geographical or 
social correlation as to which choice is made; one or two morphemes. 
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G-DELETION IN CANADIAN DIALECTS OF ENGLISH 

Brenda Murray 

Dialects differ in many ways. Canadian dialects differ among themselves. 
An example of this is in the presence or absence of a rule. We have an example 
of this in a rule that is illustrated in the following example. 

Phoneme /long/ 
Phonetic Form [loD] 

/longer/ 
[ loDgar] 

/strong/ 
[ stroD] 

/strongar/ 
[stroDgar] 

/rag/ 
[rag] 

/bag/ 
[beg] 

We can see from the above examples that the /g/ deletes in some of the 
phonetic forms. The environment in which it deletes is the end of the word 
after /rJ/. These examples give rise to the rule we will call G-Deletion, where 
/g/ is deleted at the end of the word. 

G-Deletion 

g --> 0/_# 

This rule has to be paired with another rule that will change !!. to ..!l· These 
rules must be ordered so that the "eng-rule" comes before "g"-deletion, 
because to change the /n/ to ID! we need a velar following the /n/. Therefore 
we cannot delete the /g/ until we have the ID/. 

Eng-Rule 

n--> [+velar]/~_[+velar] 

By this rule !!. changes to ID! before a velar. The rules are ordered in the following 
way: 

Eng-Rule 
G-Deletion 

Let's try these rules with the above examples to see if they will give us the 
phonetic form from the above phonemes, 

Phoneme 
Eng-Rule 
G-Deletion 
Phonetic form 

/long/ 
D 
0 

[loD] 

/longer/ 
r) 

[loDgar] 

/strong/ 
D 
0 

[strorJ] 

/stronger/ 
r) 

[stroDgar] 

/rag/ 

[~ag] 

/bag/ 

[bag] 

As we can see the above rules do give us the correct phonetic form. They delete 
the 'g' in the words where it is not pronounced while retain~ng it in words 
where the 'g' is pronounced. 

One would almost wonder -- why go to the bother of formulating all these 
rules to explain the absence of the /g/ in the words like long and strong? 
It would be easier to eliminate the /g/ in the phoneme representation and replace 
the /n/ with /r]/ in the phonemic representation. We probably would assume that 
there was an•/n/, rather than /ng/, in the phonemic representation if it were not 
for the words longer and stronger. These words both retain the /g/ in the phonetic 
form. These words are pairs with long and strong as they share the same morpheme. 
Because of the shared morpheme, they retain the /g/ in the phonemic form, as we 
assume the phonemic form of a morpheme to be the same everywhere, generally speaking. 

39 
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Another dialect of Canadian English, one we will label Dialect II, differs 
from the above dialect in that the rule of G-Deletion is optional: see below 

Phoneme 
I)-Rule 
G-Deletion 
Phonetic Form 

/long/ 
I) 

0 
[lol)] 

A 
/strong/ 

I) 

0 
[strol)] 

/long/ 
I) 

[lol)g] 

B 
/strong/ 

I) 

[strol)g] 

We can see from the above examples that the optionality of the rule of G-Deletion 
gives us two sets of phonetic forms -- A and B. When the rule is not used (case 
B above) the /g/ is retained in the phonetic form, i.e. it is pronounced. In 
di&lect II, the /g/ is optionally retained in the phonetic form and thus both 
derivations A and B are acceptable.2 

The rule of G-Deletion appears to be obligatory, sometimes, in dialect 
II. An example of this is the adjective cunning. 

Dialect I Dialect II 

Phoneme /kAn1ng/ /kAnrng/ 
')-Rule f) I) 

G-Deletion 0 0 
Phonetic form [kAnr I)] [kAnr I)] 

In both dialects, the rule of G-Deletion appears to be obligatory at least 
some of the time. This presents a problem in expressing the rule for dialect II 
as the rule of G-Deletion is in general optional for this dialect. We could 
assume that the rule is only obligatory for the word cunning in dialect II, but 
this would be inconsistent with the observation that G-Deletion is optional, in 
general, for that dialect. There is an alternative solution, however. We have no 
phonetic form of the word cunning that contains a [g] phonetically. There is no 
comp2rative form of the word that uses~~': i.e. *cunninger is ungrammatical. 
As the word is absent we are unsure of what the phonetic form would even be if 
it did exist. We would surmise that it would be one of the following: 
*[kAnil)gerJ or *[kAnil)erJ. Becuase we are unsure of what the phonetic form is, 
because the word is nonexistent, we are unable to find any supporting evidence 
for a phonemic /g/ in the word. There is no direct phonetic evidence for it. 
We can assume the absence of /g/ in the phonemic form of the adjective, and the 
presence of a phonemic /I)/, to avoid the explamtl.on of the obligatory g-deletion 
in dialect II. 

/kAnif)/ --> [kAnil)] 

There would be no application of G-Deletion as there is no /g/ in the phonemic 
form. Both dialects I and II would have the same phonemic and the same phonetic 
form as no rules apply. This is a logical explanation as we have no evidence 
for a phonemic /g/, but it doesn't discredit the optinality of the rule of 
g-deletion for dialect II, as far as other words go. 

We have further evidence for our hypothesis in the way that the g
devoicing rule interrelates with the other rules. 

G-Devoicins Rule 

g -..;> [-voiJ/[+nasal]_[-voiJ 

' 
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That is, /g/ becomes voiceless [k] before a voiceless consonant and after a nasal, 
this rule being optional in some words, and inapplicable in others: note the 
ill-formed derivations, according to dialect II, in set B when g-devoicing is 
applied. 

Dialect II: 

A: 

G-Devoicing 
I)-Rule 

OR B: 

G-Devoicing 
I)-Rule 

B: 

G-Devoicing 
I)-Rule 
G-Deletion 

G-Devoicing 
I)-Rule 
G-Deletion 

/y11ngster/ 
k 
f) 

[y111)kster] 

/y 11ngster I 

I) 
[ y" l)s t er ] 

/gangster/ 

I) 
0 

[gal)ster] 

/gangster/ 
k 
I) 

[*gaf)kster] 

/lenge/ /strenge/ 
k k 
I) I) 

[lel)k8] [strel)ke] 

/lenge/ /strenge/ 
(rule not applied) 

I) I) 
[le 1)9] [strel)e] 

/songstar/ /kings1p/ 

I) I) 
0 0 

[sol)ster] [kil)s1p] 

/songster/ /kingship/ 
k k 
I) I) 

[*sol)kster] [*kil)ks1pJ 

We can see from the above examples that the rule of G-Devoicing do'es not apply in 
set B but it applies optionally in set A. One difference is that there is 
phonetic evidence for a /g/ in the words in group A but not in group B. The 
morphemes contained in the words in group A are adjectives, and there is phonetic 
evidence for a phonemic /g/ in their comparative forms: 

i.e. [y111:igar] [lol)ger] [strof)ger]. 

In set B, the morpheme is a noun and there is no phonetic evidence for a phonemic 
/g/. There is no comparative form for nouns, no phonetic form at all containing 
a /g/. 

We can see from this that the G-Devoicing rule cannot apply where a /g/ 
cannot be motivated in the phonemic form such as in the case of the nouns in set 
B. The G-Devoicing rule is only able to apply in dialect II, in Set A where there 
is independent evidence for a phonemic /g/, We must have a phonemic /g/ so 
that it can devoice to a [k]. This really calls into question the phonemic forms 
assumed for set B: /gangster/, /songser/, kings1p/. An alternative solution is 
to assume no underlying /g/ in the words, and to suppose the phonetic [I)] derives 
from phonemic /I)/: /gal)ster/, /sol)ster/, /k11)sip/. Now we can permit G-Devoicing 
to be optional for all words if there is no phonemic /g/ as in Set B now the rule 
is unable to apply and we cannot obtain a [k]. 
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There is another group of words, nouns and verbs, where a /g/ is perhaps 
expected but is absent phonetically, in both dialects I and II. We expect the 
/g/ in some words because there is an [I)] and by the original hypothesis we 
need a velar, presumably /g/ to trigger the eng-rule. Under the original 
hypothesis, we assume the following phonemic forms. 

I)-Rule 
G-Deletion 

/king/ 
I) 

0 
[ ki I)] 

/kings/ 
I) 

0 
(ki l)S) 

/sing/ 
I) 

0 
(Sil)) 

/sings/ 
I) 

0 
[ Sil')S] 

/singer/ 
I) 

0 
[ sil)er] 

/ring/ 
I) 

0 
[ ril')] 

/rings/ 
I) 

0 
[ril)s] 

/ringer/ 
I) 

0 
[ril)er] 

We can see that the /g/ is phonetically absent in all these cases. As previously 
discussed, the rule of G-Deletion specifies the environment at the end of the 
word. In the above examples /g/ is absent even in the middle of some words. 
Maybe our rule of G-Deletion is faulty. 

Perhaps we could explain the rule by saying that /g/ is retained when an 
inflection such as the comparative -.!!. in longer is added. We would expand 
the environment of G-Deletion to include derivations of words, for example 
singer. The -.!!!.. in singer and ringer is a derivational affix as these are nouns 
that contain a verb morpheme, and it is a very different -!!!. than that in longer 
and stronger, i.e. 

v 
sing 

N 
Agent 
-er 

The principle of the cycle gets us to apply the rule to the first part of the 
word so we apply it to sing as a separate part. This way we end up with the /g/ 
being deleted because it is at the end of the word on the lower cycle and we 
get the phonetic form [sil)er]. Words like singer and ringer are nouns derived 
from verbs but words like longer and stronger are still adjectives like the 
adjective that is the morpheme with them. They are just a comparative form, so 
the rule of G-Deletion is applied to the whole word and thus the /g/ is retained 
in the phonetic form. By modifying the environment of G-Deletion to include 
derivations of words, we get the rule to apply in words like ringer and singer, 
but not in words like longer and stronger because they are not derivations from 
another word. 

Another problem arises in words such as sings and rings. The /s/ in these 
words is an inflection like the comparative -er, but since the /g/ doesn't 
appear phonetically, we have to suppose that It deletes.in these words under 
the original hypothesis. This destroys the hypothesis as it stands. The rule 
of G-Deletion is inappropriate, as it appears to be obligatory for nouns and verbs 
in Dialect II. Consider the following derivations, assuming an underlying /ng/, 
not /I)/: 

1)-rule 
g-deletion 

/kingz/ 
I') 

[*kil)gz] 

/ringz/ 
I) 

[*ril)gz] 

/singz/ 
I) 

[*sil)gz] 

The supposedly optional g-deletion rule doesn't apply here, but we get an ungrammati
cal form. 

This can be explained in another manner already indicated. I propose that 
there has been a reanalysis that has changed the phonemic form for nouns and verbs. 
We have no phonetic evidence for /g/ in any of the examples of nouns and verbs 

' 
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If there is no longer a phonetic /g/ it appears logical that the phoneme has 
undergone a reanalysis and the /g/ has been eliminated, in the phonemic 
representation. Instead of applying the rules of g-deletion and the eng-rule to 
nouns and verbs, we have replaced the /n/ with ID! in the phonemic representation 
of these words and removed the /g/. This would allow us to explain why the /g/ 
is never present in some words; in others it is optionally present because the 
phonemic form contains /ng/, 

I propose then, that a phonemic final /g/ following a nasal (which 
g-deletion may later delete) is only present where there is phonetic evidence 
for the /g/ such as in the adjectives longer and stronger. Elsewhere, the /g/ 
has been removed in the phonemic form and the rule of g-deletion is inapplicable. 
This hypothesis does not contradict the optionality of the rule for dialect II. 
There is no /g/ in the phonetic form of nouns and verbs but if it is not present 
in the phonemic form, the rule of g-deletion would not apply at all. We retain 
the phonemic /g/ in adjectives like /long/, /strong/ and g-deletion deletes 
there, either optionally or obligatory, depending on the dialect. Thus, I suggest 
the following phonemic forms in place of those assumed above. 

Phoneme /kiD/ 
Phonetic 
form [kiD] 

/kiDS/ 

[kiDS] 

/siDS/ /siD/ 

[siQs] [siD] 

/siDer/ /riQ/ /riQs/ /riQer/ /kAn!D/ 

[siDer] [riD) [riDS] [riQer] [kAntD] 
Therefore the dialects I and II, would be the same phonemically as well as 
phonetically, for nouns and verbs. The two dialects only differ when there 
is evidence for a phonemic /g/, because this is when the optionality of g-deletion 
is possible. The difference here is not a phonemic one, however just a phonetic 
form i.e. deriving from the optionality of g-deletion in dialect II, but its 
being obligatory in dialect I. The dialects are the same for nouns and verbs 
where we have no phonetic evidence for a phonemic /g/ and where we could evidently 
have a phonemic ID/. 

We see from the above how much languages can vary within themselves. These 
dialects differ in the optionality of the rule of g-deletion. 

1 
These rules are first discussed in Chomsky, Noam and Halle, Morris, The Sound 

Pattern of English. Harper and Row Company, 1968. 

2 
A variation of this dialect occurs in North-West England in the Manchester and 

Liverpool areas. The rule of g-deletion is completely lacking here and thus 
'g' is always retained in the phonetic form. 

Phoneme /long/ /longer/ /strong/ /stronger/ 
-rule Q Q D D 

Phonetic [loQg] [loQgar] [stroQg] [stroDgar] 



AUSTRALIAN LOWERING: 

A Study of One Dialect Difference Between Canadian and 
Australian Spoken English 

Kay Welch 

The purpose of this paper is to compare and contrast dialects of Canadian 
and Australian English regarding the occurrence of the high front tense vowel 
/i/. I assume a common underlying representation for both dialects; it is 
irrelevant for present purposes that the vowel /i/ probably has a more abstract 
source. 

For Canadian speakers the following variations of the upper front 
unrounded vowel have been found: 

read 
relieve 

I 

[riyd] 
[raliyv] 

II 

reef 
release 

[rlf] 
[reHs] 

The high front tense vowel is noticeably shorter in duration in the words of 
the second column. Also, there is a noticeable high off-glide to the vowel 
in the first column, while any glide which may be in the words of the second 
column is not so nQticeable, and indeed seems to be absent entirely. I have 
indicated these slight but consistent phonetic differences by writing a glide 
where it is readily perceptible (col. I) and none where it is apparently absent 
(col. II). The shorter vowel has been marked w. 

What appears to be happening is that the vowel is shortened before 
a voiceless consonant: 

Vowel Shortening 

V ---> V /_[-voice] 

In words where the vowel occurs finally the vowel shortening rule does not apply 
and there is a noticeable high off-glide: free [friy] and bee [biy]. If [i] 
is followed by a different vowel, then the c;o-sounds are separated by a 
noticeable high off-glide: reinforce [riyenfors], reorganize [riyorganayz] 

Variations occur in Canadian speech when [i] occurs before [r]. In words 
such as ~ (see appendix) the majority of speakers do not have a y-glide 
following the vowel, although some have both variants, one with [iyr] and the 
other with [ir]. This seems to indicate that whatever rule inserts

0

the y-glide 
after a tense vowel applies optionally before an /r/ for a small number of 
speakers and for the majority it is blocked. Speakers who have the y-glide 
pronounce the final /r/ as a syllabic, i.e. as Crl· 

In words which have two morphemes such as skier (see appendix) most 
speakers have a high off-glide and a final /r/ pronounced as a syllabic. This 
is the reverse of what happens within a morpheme for the majority of speakers 
and seems to indicate that glide-insertion and syllabic /r/ formation rules 
are obligatory across a morpheme boundary, but for some speakers are optional 
elsewhere too. 
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An example of a derivation is: 

Glide insertion /rir/ /rir/ /skir/ /skir/ 
(optional) y y 
Syllabic r t r 
formation [riyf] [rir] [skiyf] [skir] 

Glide insertion seems to work essentially the same for Australians as 
it does for Canadians, except before /r/. In this latter case the glide 
insertion is obligatory and the final /r/ is converted to a a. 

Subjectively speaking Australian speakers characteristically sound 
"flat". My hypothesis is that this is a result of a lowering and backing of 
this high front tense vowel [i], which I indicate with ['1:]. 
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The following pronunciations are possible in Australian spoken English: 

read 
reef 
relieve 
release 
free 
bee 
reorganize 
reinforce 
reality 
fear 
beer 
tier 
tear 
here 
hear 
ear 
skier 
sightseer 
dear 
gear 
rear 
wierd 
tiered 

[ i' iy] 

riyd 
rif 
raliyv 
ralis 
friy 
biy 
riyoganayz 
riyanf os 
riyailatiy 
fiya 
bi ya 
ti ya 
ti ya 
hi ya 
hi ya 
iya 
ski ya 
saytsiya 
di ya 
giya 
riya 
wiyad 
tiyad 

[~, 'i:y] 

dyd 
rH 
raH:yv 
raHs 
fr'i:y 
b~y 

r'i:yoganayz 
r'i:yanfos 
r'i:yailat'i:y 
Hya 
Mya 
t'i:ya 
Uya 
h'i:ya 
Mya 
fya 
sHya 
sayts'i:ya 
d'i:ya 
gfya 
r'i:ya 
wfyad 
t:i:yad 

For Australian and Canadian speakers the phoneme /i/ may be realized as [i] 
or [iy], depending on the environments as already noted. In addition Australian 
speakers have another rule which they may optionally apply to lower the vowel [i]: 

Australian Lowering 

i.e. 
upper 
high 
front 
unrounded 
vowel 

i ---> f (everywhere) 

lower 
high 

~ central 
unrounded 
vowel 

The actual application of this vowel lowering rule in speech seems to be 
determined by the particular social situation if the situation is more formal, 
you do not apply the rule. That is, the lowered vowel is regarded by some as 
a less prestigious form. The reason for this may be a hangover from convict and 
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colonial days when position and power were linked with the British Standard 
pronunciation. The present writer is typical of many Australians. While 
both options are possible for me, I don't usually apply the vowel-lowering 
rule. 

An example of alternative derivations is: 

/rir/ 

Vowel lowering 
(optional) 
Glide insertion 

/rir/ 

y 
[riyal 
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In sununary, one of the many differences between Australian and Canadian 
English is the presence of the vowel lowering rule in Australian English and 
its absence in Canadian English. 

APPENDIX 

Classroom Survey of the Phonetic Realisation of /i/ for Canadian Speakers. 

iyr ir both 

fear 1 most 2 
beer 0 1 most 
tier most 0 2 
tear 0 most 1 
hear 1 most 2 
here 1 most 3 
ear 1 most 2 
dear most 1 
gear 2 most l 
rear 1 3 1 
wierd most 3 
skier most 1 
sightseer most 1 

! 
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